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Next Helsinki

The design proposes a dialogue,

a conversation between buildings, 

between nature and cities, 

between old and new, 

and ultimately an interplay 

between solids and voids.



Helsinki Bay Proposal

This proposal imagines the bay area as the frontier 

for cultural hub and highly integrated urban land-

scape network. The initial area serves as the precur-

sor to the chain of developments, an epicenter that 

will grow within the next few decades. By segment-

ing the surrounding areas into precincts of vary-

ing levels of built environemnt, the balance of the 

skyline and vista within the bay will be preserved. 

This  strategy aims to inject  a new character into 

the bay area while maintaining a clear sense of ge-

ographical and historical identity that forms the 

bay vista. The composition between the alternating 

historic and contemporary architecture would cre-

ate a symbiotic relationship between old and new,

across both sides of the bay front.future cultural hub

future eco-resort
water-edge landscape network

low-intensity development zone

medium-intensity development zone 

high-intensity development zone

urban-landscape zonefuture market hall

future port-area

priority development zone

future market square
future empress stone

future guggenheim

future bay-front network



Helsinki Bay Proposal

The complex and formal future of the bay area 
will require an equally sensitive urban land-
scape proposal that will complement the overall 
urban design. This scenario will require a highly 
functional and sensitive urban landscape that 
will complement the spirit of Helsinki, integrat-
ing pedestrian walkways, cyclists, driveway, and 
green corridors.

This landscape design proposal attempts to 
maintain the provision of pedestrian walkway 
that is weaved into the urban fabric, a highly-ac-
cessible artery of urban ecosystem, maintaining a 
100 m interval between each corridor. 

integrated green corridor

prioritized development zone



Helsinki Bay Proposal

In response to the complex typography of the bay 
area, the design approaches the site as a parasitic 
device that captures the surrounding vista. It is 
a  system of 360 degree architectural periscope, 
that is heavily reliant on the surrounding histor-
ic buildings and natural landscape to define its 
character. 

The proposal sees itself as a supporting charac-
ter in the family of architectures surrounding 
the bay, a precursor to the subsequent stages of 
development. 

The architecture is imagined as a premature 
cultural hub, built in anticipation of the upcom-
ing cultural overgrowth and urban expansion. 
The architecture extends outwards to witness 
the gradual evolution of the cityscape and each 
periscope appendage brings back the views of 
the skyline to the interior of the architecture as a 
living, evolving backdrop.

possible width of views
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This ‘machine’ seeks to redefine the vista of Hel-
sinki, an objective that is derived to anchor all of 
the natural, historic, and cultural aspect through 
the lens of architecture. 

The design is based on the need to capture views 
of Helsinki as an integral part of the architecture; 
an assemblage of visions both towards and out of 
the vessel. 

All is romanticized, all is made beautiful through 
the machine.

As the audience would navigate around the ‘ma-
chine’, they would be walking through a series 
of  catwalk that guides their line of vision from 
the exhibition spaces to the surrounding historic 
cityscape, to micro-landscapes, and vice versa.

Subsequently, this ‘machine’ also seeks to grow 
out of this first phase and evolve, beyond its func-
tion as a museum, when the need arises, when 
the citizens demands for a cultural network to 
bind the spirit of Helsinki.

In years to come, the machine would then fulfill 
its role to preserve the essence of Helsinki, and 
take a step back; the architecture is merely a 
device built for the city and the city will now 
redefine its name through the vistas.

It is a view-seeking periscope, an architectural 
sculpture, and an urban transformer all at once.



m  y  k  i  ö  - 1st  f loorplan

01. Entrance

02. Exhibition Gallery

03. Restaurant

04. Shop

05. Toilet

06. Exhibition Chamber

07. Periscope 01

08. Water Installation Area

09. Entrance to basement carpark

10. Passenger drop-off

11. Entry for art pieces

12. Interior garden

13. Zen garden
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m  y  k  i  ö  -  2nd f loorplan

01. Exhibition Gallery

02. Periscope 02

03. Periscope 03

04. Shop

05. Toilet
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m  y  k  i  ö - 3rd f loorplan

01. Exhibition Gallery

02. Periscope 04

0201



m  y  k  i  ö -  roof  plan



m  y  k  i  ö -  sections

s e c t i o n  A  -  A ’

s e c t i o n  B  -  B ’
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m  y  k  i  ö -  elevations

e l e v a t i o n  f r o m  b a y  a r e a

f r o n t  e l e v a t i o n



perspective of the interior gallery



perspective of the exterior view from across bay


